
SBSE Annual Meeting 

August 17, 2022 

Prepared by: Clarke Snell, Secretary 

Board Members in Attendance 

● Troy Peters  

● Tom Collins  

● David Fannon 

● Bruce Haglund  

● Alexandra Rempel  

● Georg Reichard  

● Clarke Snell  

Quorum? Yes 

Other Members in Attendance 

● Bob Koester 

● Walter Grondzik 

● Alison Kwok 

● Doug Noble 

● Aram Yeretzian 

Agenda 

1. Announcements (Troy Peters)  

2. Treasurer Report (Tom Collins) 

3. Scholarship Report (Troy Peters) 

4. Education and Resource Committee Report (David Fannon) 

5. Communication Committee Report (Bruce Haglund) 

6. Retreats: post COVID plans (Alexandra Rempel/Georg Reichard) 

a. 2022 report 

b. 2023 retreat options  

Motions 

● None 

Minutes  

1. Announcements (Troy Peters) 
a. Agenda was read 

2. Treasurer Report (Tom Collins) 
a. Itemized balance sheet presented. Review here. 

b. Highlights 

i. Sun Angle calculator. Sales down about 67% 

ii. Membership. Down a bit on full members, up on life and developing 

country members 

iii. Scholarships. These are our main expenditure as per usual 

iv. Retreat. Made about $1,000 profit, so met our goal of not representing a 

net expenditure 

v. Balance in our account. About $41,000 which is a 9% increase over last 

year 

c. Discussion 

i. Threshold for reporting income as a non-profit. Alex asked if we are 

getting close to the threshold for needing to declare income based on our 

non-profit status. Tom doesn’t think so. Some discussion ensued and 

Alex asked that we look into the question.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ohBSW-jFsZ998gj1P3VTRNGS3DfJ90DI/view?usp=sharing


1. No motion.  

2. Possible action item: Check on legal threshold. 

ii. Should we keep this level of cash in our account? Since 2017 it 

seems we have increased our balance a fair amount. Tom says it has 

fluctuated, however. Open ended discussion.  

1. No motion.  

2. Possible action item: Proposals for additional ways to support our 

mission put on agenda for the next board meeting. 

iii. Should retreats make a profit? Troy made the point that in his memory 

retreats usually did not turn a profit. Alex pointed out that one year during 

her time as Treasurer the retreat brought in $4K. Discussion ensued as to 

whether we want to make money on the retreat. Georg and Alex voiced 

being in favor of having the retreat not making a profit in the name of 

making it accessible to more people.  

1. No motion.  

2. Possible action item: Proposals for retreat policy definition put on 

agenda for the next board meeting. 

iv. External engagement of SBSE members. Georg discussed a DOE 

grant that SBSE is involved in with Texas A&M. Sponsors want the grant 

outlays to participants to go through SBSE. Does SBSE want a fee for 

this management work? Discussion ensued. Georg was asked to 

describe the project in more detail: Curriculum development building on 

courses being taught at Texas A&M. Grant seeks profs in CM and 

architecture departments who will incorporate the curriculum into 

coursework and be involved in a study of the results. It is a 3-year grant. 

Discussion continued. Veered into discussion of why we are using Wild 

Apricot as our web infrastructure. It is pricey relative to other services and 

(after more discussion) Georg pointed out that since our website is built 

with Drupal, we could just hire someone to code features that Wild Apricot 

provides. BUT the main advantage from Georg’s point of view to using 

Wild Apricot is that they handle credit cards. He feels that SBSE should 

avoid that liability. One option would be to solely use PayPal. The idea 

was voiced to look into the possibility of applying some combination of the 

ideas mentioned to allow us to deliver Wild Apricot functionality in house.  

1. No motion. 

2. Possible action item: Proposals for adjustments to our web 

infrastructure put on agenda for the next board meeting. 

d. Scholarship Report (Troy Peters) 
i. Scholarships given. 

1. Faculty. 1 to this year’s retreat in July in Seattle. 

2. Student. 3 to PLEA this year in Chile in November. 1 to PhuisCon 

in Chicago in October. 

ii. Scholarship amount and number increase 

1. Amounts increased. About 10% increase in per scholarship 

awards planned for next year 

2. Do we have other scholarships we would like to offer? 

Summary of discussion: ARCC? Annual International Building 

Performance Simulation Association Conference? International 

Building Physics Conference? SBSE met with NREL Solar 

Decathlon team to discuss a tie-in between SD and SBSE. One 

idea was a scholarship. Offering of “Open Scholarship” where 

students can propose conferences they would like to attend. (We 

have done this in the past.) 

a. No motion. 

b. Possible action item: Proposals for additional scholarships 

put on agenda for the next board meeting. 

e. Education and Resource Committee Report (David Fannon) 
i. Online Resources. Continue to trickle in. David has been beating the 

bushes for resources and more users. Opportunities are coming up for us 

to become a repository for data/resources/etc. from researchers that are 

retiring (for example). Do we want to take on this role? David feels that 

we should take action to avoid knowledge being lost. He is talking with 

Alison Kwok and Chris Benton to document and digitize the Vital Signs 



materials. Discussion ensued. Troy suggested having periodic topic 

based events to generate resources and feels we should “archive 

everything”. Georg pointed out that the repository is one side of the 

resource, the other is the user. As we collect more, we also need to think 

about how we are making them available (or as he put it: “market it more 

sexy”.) Clarke expressed that really the next step is to come up with a 

clearer proposal of what this would look like. What resources do we need 

to take this on in a more focused way?  

1. No motion made.  

2. Possible action items: Proposals for adjustments to our approach 

to educational/research resource management put on agenda for 

the next board meeting. 

f. Communication Committee Report 
i. Newsletter. Bruce is putting together the 123rd edition of the newsletter 

right now! He is also retiring from teaching after this year (wow). Jonathan 

has shown interest in taking over the newsletter. 

ii. Retreats. Bruce has plans to fill in the gaps on the website for retreats 

that are not represented. He has the hardcopy info, just needs to post it. 

iii. Has SBSE member to member communication dropped off? If so, is 

there something we can do about it? Walter brought up this topic. 

Expressed that the listserv used to be a joyful thing to watch. Is the 

exchange of info happening somewhere else or has the conversation died 

down? Discussion ensued. General agreement it seems that there had 

been a drop-off. Discussion about the clunkyness of the listserv being 

part of the issue. For example, images are not supported. Posited that 

part of the problem was COVID. Bruce mentioned that he thinks LinkedIn 

would be a good medium to put more focus on. Others thought that that 

app is good for announcing but not as conducive to conversation. Georg 

suggested perhaps we need to have a chosen moderator and pick a topic 

for the week or something similar while migrating to another platform 

away from the listserv. Google Group would allow pic posting, so might 

be better. During the discussion, Doug set up a LinkedIn group and 

activated it, so we have an experiment underway. The topic of Munger 

Hall came up again and how the listserv sort of degenerated into a rage 

vehicle around that topic. Interest was expressed by several to avoid that 

outcome. Of course, the same could happen with a LinkedIn group.  

1. No motion. 

2. Possible action items: Proposals for adjustments/changes to 

online membership interface put on agenda for the next board 

meeting. 

g. Retreats (Georg Reichard/Alex Rempel) 
i. 2022 retreat report. Georg felt the retreat was a success and particularly 

pleased that the online contingent felt well integrated. This was possible 

because the venue had the requisite tech. This might be a reason not to 

go back to very rural retreats while we have a need for hybrid options. 

Alex agreed. Attendees felt that the hybrid functionality was better than at 

other conferences. She pointed out that COVID is not the only reason to 

have online functionality. There is also the issue of carbon footprint and 

whether it makes sense especially for a group like ours that has climate 

change in its purview to fly across country in order to talk about climate 

change. She agrees that a retreat at a university with solid hybrid 

capabilities is a good direction. Georg suggested for next year soliciting 

members to plan an east coast retreat at a hybrid-capable university. He 

mentioned that this year’s retreat was organized by members who were 

not all affiliated with the hosting university. David is cautiously interested 

in hosting one at Northeastern. Alex mentioned that Georg (who had left 

the meeting) had shown some interest in hosting at Virginia Tech. Alex 

feels like retreats are a lot of work and that SBSE should consider how to 

offer more support. Discussion ensued. Alex’s suggestion is to create 

larger coordination committees to support the folks who come up with the 

idea. Also making sure that there is a member of the core coordination 

group at the hosting university from the very beginning of the process. 

Clarke suggested that as long as we have a hybrid component someone 



who is going to be hybrid at the event should be involved and focus on 

that end of the experience. Troy would like to see the 2023 retreat on the 

east coast and then the west coast the year after. 

1. No motion. 

2. Possible action items: Proposals for specific policies to put in 

place as support for upcoming retreat coordination put on agenda 

for the next board meeting. 

 

 

 


